Amplitude and frequency dependence of the Shapiro steps in the dc- and ac-driven overdamped Frenkel-Kontorova model.
The amplitude and frequency dependence of dynamical mode locking phenomena in the dc- and ac-driven overdamped Frenkel-Kontorova model is studied by molecular-dynamics simulations. It was found that the Shapiro steps and the critical depinning force exhibit very complex behavior. The form of amplitude dependence is determined by the frequency of ac force, where the Bessel-type oscillations appear at the high frequencies. With a changing of frequency, after initial increase, the critical depinning force saturates, while the step width remains strongly frequency dependent even at the high frequencies. The dependence of frequency is strongly influenced by the amplitude of ac force where, in the large amplitude regime, the oscillations of the step width and the critical depinning force have been observed at the low frequencies. In the physical processes that stay behind amplitude and frequency oscillations of the step size, an analogy between the influence of amplitude and the period of the ac force is revealed. These oscillations are directly related to the existence and the stability of the interference phenomena in the real systems.